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For Immediate Release

PACIFIC CORNETTA LAUNCHES 12oz STAINLESS STEEL WATER BOTTLE
The Liquid Solution® 12oz Cascade Jr. is the newest addition to the company’s
line of stainless steel water bottles.
Tualatin, Ore. January (2009) – Pacific Cornetta, Inc. today announced the release of
the newest addition to the Liquid Solution® line of stainless steel water bottles. The
Cascade Jr.12oz bottle follows the August 2008 release of the 22oz Cascade Stainless
Steel Water Bottle. The new bottle will be available in Spring 2009 at quality retailers
nationwide and at www.active-gear.com.
The product responds to consumer concerns regarding harmful chemicals in many water
bottles already on the market. The Cascade Jr. is safe from chemicals such as BPA that
can leach into the contained liquid. “Today’s parents are concerned about the health of
their children and are committed to teaching them environmentally friendly practices,”
said Alex Liu, president of Pacific Cornetta. “These consumers can rest assured that this
product is safe, easy and fun for their children – and better for the environment too.”
The Cascade Jr. Stainless Steel Water Bottle features single-wall, 18/8 marine-grade
stainless steel construction with a BPA-free plastic screw top lid. The lid features a loop for
easy attachment to pack clips or straps. Future designs will include illustrations for
children and the Snappy Sip lid which allows easy, spill-free drinking.
The Cascade Jr. will be available in multiple colors and designs making it fun for the young
and the young at heart. “We wanted a bottle that would meet the needs of children but
also serve the adult population,” said Liu. “We incorporated aspects from the 22oz bottle
and are including designs that will appeal to children in order to meet the needs of
multiple consumer segments.”
~ more ~

About Pacific Cornetta, Inc.
Founded in 1989, Pacific Cornetta, Inc. creates products for home, office, travel and
outdoor recreation including insulated mugs, vacuum bottles, water bottles, and
accessories. The company continually searches the world for the inspiration and ideas that
define the signature Liquid Solution® and Pearl® beverageware collections. Liquid Solution
products use the most advanced materials and reflect the latest design influences, making
them fashionable as well as functional. Pacific Cornetta products are available at quality
retailers across the United States and Canada.
For more information, visit www.pacific-cornetta.com.
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